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Wenchuan Earthquake OverviewsWenchuan Earthquake Overviews

At 14:28 on May 12, 2008, an especially big At 14:28 on May 12, 2008, an especially big 
earthquake measured 8.0 on the Richter scale struck earthquake measured 8.0 on the Richter scale struck 
Wenchuan county (31.0 degrees north latitude, 103.4 Wenchuan county (31.0 degrees north latitude, 103.4 
degrees east longitude), Sichuan Province.degrees east longitude), Sichuan Province.

nn Maximum seismic intensity is XI degree.Maximum seismic intensity is XI degree.
nn The quake hits 10 provinces and municipalities, 417 counties ; The quake hits 10 provinces and municipalities, 417 counties ; 

The total disaster area is about 500 thousand square km, the The total disaster area is about 500 thousand square km, the 
worstworst--hit area is 130,000 square km;hit area is 130,000 square km;

nn 69,227 people died; 17,923 people missed; 15.1 million people 69,227 people died; 17,923 people missed; 15.1 million people 
were transfered and resettled.were transfered and resettled.

nn A large number of houses were collapsed or damaged; A large number of houses were collapsed or damaged; 
infrastructures suffered largeinfrastructures suffered large--scale damage; industrial and scale damage; industrial and 
agricultural production suffered a large loss, ecological agricultural production suffered a large loss, ecological 
environment was severely damaged.environment was severely damaged.

nn The direct economic loss was more than 845.1 billion yuanThe direct economic loss was more than 845.1 billion yuan
nn Secondary disasters like collapse, landslide, mudSecondary disasters like collapse, landslide, mud--rock flows, rock flows, 

barrier lakes caused by the quake were rare in the world.barrier lakes caused by the quake were rare in the world.
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Humans can learn from disasters! In the Humans can learn from disasters! In the 

mean time when we are mourning the dead, mean time when we are mourning the dead, 

pleased with the survivors and moved by the pleased with the survivors and moved by the 

rescue members at the anniversary of 512 rescue members at the anniversary of 512 

Wenchuan earthquake, we are also thinking Wenchuan earthquake, we are also thinking 

about the lessons and enlightenments it about the lessons and enlightenments it 

brings us.brings us.



I.I. Engineering Fortification performs Engineering Fortification performs 
significant effects on  significant effects on  

alleviating disasters  in alleviating disasters  in 
wenchuan earthquakewenchuan earthquake
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Chengdu City, only 90 kilometers away 
from the epicenter
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Pic. 2 Fortified Building with Ground Floor 
Collapsed in the Epicenter, Hanwang Township



The  earthquake fortification The  earthquake fortification 
zoning map of sichuanzoning map of sichuan
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II. It is very necessary to II. It is very necessary to 
consummate nonconsummate non--engineering engineering 
measures by summing up the measures by summing up the 

experience of  combating experience of  combating 
natural disasters natural disasters 



Indonesia tsunami in 2004



512 Wenchuan earthquake also teaches us much. 512 Wenchuan earthquake also teaches us much. 

Take communications disruption after the earthquake Take communications disruption after the earthquake 

as an example. It once became the biggest obstacle of as an example. It once became the biggest obstacle of 

the efficient relief. In addition to the damaged base the efficient relief. In addition to the damaged base 

station, the main reason is the blockage of station, the main reason is the blockage of 

communication channel resulted in the sharp increase communication channel resulted in the sharp increase 

in communication after the earthquake, concurrent in communication after the earthquake, concurrent 

access volume far beyond the normal limits. access volume far beyond the normal limits. 
Earthquake is a catastrophic event with extremely Earthquake is a catastrophic event with extremely 

small probability to happen. It is difficult and small probability to happen. It is difficult and 

unnecessary to extend the capacity limit to an unnecessary to extend the capacity limit to an 

extraordinary degree to cope with such a catastrophe.extraordinary degree to cope with such a catastrophe.



Therefore, we come up with an idea that we Therefore, we come up with an idea that we 

should establish communication graded and should establish communication graded and 

classified management system before the disaster, to classified management system before the disaster, to 

protect these priority communication systems protect these priority communication systems 

through appropriate legislation, and to through appropriate legislation, and to 

automatically give priority to safeguarding the automatically give priority to safeguarding the 

emergency and command communications in an emergency and command communications in an 

emergency situation.emergency situation.



III.  Raising Public Awareness of III.  Raising Public Awareness of 
Earthquake Prevention and Earthquake Prevention and 

Disaster Reduction is a effective Disaster Reduction is a effective 
way to mitigate earthquake Disaster way to mitigate earthquake Disaster 
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IV. Enhancing Adaptability for IV. Enhancing Adaptability for 
coping with catastrophe is  very coping with catastrophe is  very 
important to Disaster Mitigationimportant to Disaster Mitigation



No matter how fully we prepare, for No matter how fully we prepare, for 
the response to catastrophic emergencies, the response to catastrophic emergencies, 
anything unexpected might happen. So it is anything unexpected might happen. So it is 
extremely important in disaster reduction to extremely important in disaster reduction to 
increase awareness and ability of increase awareness and ability of 
adaptability and handling catastrophic adaptability and handling catastrophic 
contingency, and also to correctly and contingency, and also to correctly and 
effectively handle the problems unexpected.effectively handle the problems unexpected.



on Dec. 26th, 2004, near Indonesian island of Sumatra, 
tsunami caused by a strong 8.9 magnitude earthquake 
affected dozens of countries bordering the Indian 
Ocean, making more than 20 million people dead or 
missing.
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